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APPLIED CURIOSITY:
Scanning, sifting, and synthesizing information in a focused way to foster productive creativity and innovation

30

Asks powerful questions
• Routine usage of insightful questions to gain perspective

41

Processes and synthesizes information
• Identiﬁcation, recombination, and application of important data

38

Recognizes where to ﬁnd information
• Focused, eﬃcient exploration of valuable sources

PURPOSEFUL CONNECTIONS:
Building high-impact networks through compelling communication, trust-based relationships, and connecting people to a larger purpose

43

Builds strategic networks
• Construction and maintenance of valuable interpersonal networks

27

Communicates with inﬂuence
• Composing and delivering messages that drive action

65

Builds healthy relationships and empathizes
• Development of genuine relationships that enhance results

SELF-AWARENESS:
Recognizing and regulating personal strengths, weaknesses, and tendencies to seize opportunities and mitigate risk

71

Develops oneself
• Learning and applying of new skills, tactics, and competencies

31

Regulates oneself and acts consistently
• Recognition of strengths, weaknesses, and tendencies in a given context

60

Understands oneself
• Routine leveraging of discipline and self-control

TOLERANCE OF TENSION:
Leveraging paradoxes and diverse perspectives to make decisions, solve complex challenges, and drive action

96

Balances long term goals with short term objectives
• Eﬀective allocation of limited resources across competing priorities

49

Displays managerial courage and promotes diverse perspectives
• Ability to have tough conversations and challenge the status quo

49

Executes objectives
• Achieving of critical goals despite ambiguous or challenging conditions
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Applied Curiosity
WHAT IT MEANS:
Scanning, sifting, and synthesizing information in a focused way to foster productive
creativity and innovation

WHY IT MATTERS:
In the Information age, information is one of the most critical resources a leader
needs to manage. To navigate the changing landscape, a leader needs to ﬁnd valid
sources of information, sift through the extraneous data, determine what is
meaningful, and recognize how to apply it. It is this rapid exploration and use of
information that enables leaders to adaptatively evolve their strategies to overcome
unpredictable, complex challenges.

Asks powerful questions

30

Cohort average: 49

Processes and synthesizes

Recognizes where to ﬁnd

information

information

41

Cohort average: 52

38

Cohort average: 56

There is nothing more impacting than a

With ready access to expansive

Critical information often resides in

powerful question. They challenge

amounts of information, one of the

untapped reservoirs because people

biases and assumptions, surface new

biggest challenges that leaders face is

leverage the same sources of

possibilities, and ensure people are

digesting that information and making

information and search techniques that

aligned in the same direction. You do a

sense of it. There is some room to

are familiar. You have an opportunity to

decent job of leveraging questions, but

improve your ability to scan the horizon

expand your thinking and develop

there is an opportunity enhance this

for important information, sift through

innovative solutions, but you need to

skill to increase your understanding

the noise, recognize what is important,

be more intentional about taking the

and place yourself in a position to be

and then relay it to the critical parties.

time and making the eﬀort to ﬁnd and

even more eﬀective.

You need to proactively develop these

access information from a variety of

capabilities to be even more eﬀective in

areas.

a fast-moving, complex environment.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Leveraging available technology to ﬁnd information you need, including search engines (use synonyms or related phrases to
expand your search), internal social media channels (connect with others who have diﬀerent reservoirs of information via
Slack, Yammer, etc.), and software to capture and organize your information for later reference (OneNote, Evernote, etc.).
When starting a new project or initiative, conduct an information gap analysis with your team, listing known facts and
uncertainties. Assign a "criticality" score to each of the uncertainties according to which ones have the greatest potential
impact on success - then make a plan to explore those uncertainties or at least mitigate their potential impact.
Convert simple yes/no questions to open-ended questions that force others to move beyond simple responses to a deeper level
of thought.
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Purposeful Connections
WHAT IT MEANS:
Building high-impact networks through compelling communication, trust-based
relationships, and connecting people to a larger purpose

WHY IT MATTERS:
Good leaders identify strategic individuals they need to connect with to achieve
results, but they form those connetions and maintain them by communicating
eﬀectively and establishing healthy, authentic relationships. These interpersonal
networks become the conduits through which information and resources quickly
ﬂow to seize opportunities and mitigate potential risks in a dynamic environment.

Builds strategic networks

Communicates with inﬂuence

Builds healthy relationships and
empathizes

43

Cohort average: 37

27

Cohort average: 40

65

Cohort average: 47

Great leaders intuitively understand

The eﬀectiveness of communication

The one commonality for all leaders is

the power of networks. They recognize

can be measured by the actions it

that they lead people and the

that networks enable resources and

produces. Eﬀective leaders not only

relationships they cultivate will

information to ﬂow where they are

deliver a message clearly; they also

ultimately impact success. You

needed, empowering people to act. You

drive people to action because of that

establish healthy relationships,

need to proactively take steps to build

message. You need to make more of an

investing in your peoples well-being.

and strengthen your network to amplify

eﬀort to craft and deliver

But a greater holistic investment will

the impact you have as a leader.

communications that will produce the

produce an even higher level of

results you, your team, and your

engagement and retention which will

organization need.

translate to better team performance.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Leverage tactics for making a message stick with an audience: (1) Make it simple, (2) Use surprise when appropriate, (3) Use
concrete language, (4) Repeat, repeat, repeat, (5) Support with credible sources, (6) Generate an emotional reaction, (7)
Leverage the power of stories and metaphors.
When you are trying to make sense of information for you or your team, try placing the information into a narrative format
which will help make the connections more explicit and help to digest the context of the information and the context in which it
could be applied.
Any important message should be able to be distilled down to an "elevator pitch." If you cant summarize it in 30 seconds, then
you dont have an eﬀective message. Take the time to perfect your elevator pitch before you deliver a message.
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Self-Awareness
WHAT IT MEANS:
Recognizing and regulating personal strengths, weaknesses, and tendencies to seize
opportunities and mitigate risk

WHY IT MATTERS:
Leaders are the single-most important factor in setting the climate for teams. Their
words, actions, and perspectives are closely watched by team members, whether
the leaders are aware of it not. Therefore, self-awareness is a critical behavior that
eﬀective leaders need to leverage on a regular basis. It becomes even more critical
in complex, fast-moving environments where stressors amplify the potential for
emotion-driven decisions and actions. Great leaders not only control their emotions
and actions in these challenging conditions, but they also recognize where they add
the most value and where they need support to execute successfully.

Develops oneself

Regulates oneself and acts

Understands oneself

consistently
71

Cohort average: 50

31

Cohort average: 48

60

Cohort average: 53

The key to success in an ever-changing

Eﬀective leaders both understand

Every leader has strengths,

world is the willingness to change with

themselves AND control themselves.

weaknesses, and tendencies that

it. You have been challenging yourself

They are still authentic and true to

impact the way they lead others. While

to grow, but theres some room for

themselves, but they regulate their

you have taken the time to reﬂect on

improvement.

behavior to bring out the best in those

your leadership, you have an

around them. You need to do a better

opportunity to explore further.

job of controlling your emotions and
fostering a stable environment.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Ask a trusted peer or team member to observe you during a meeting and provide candid feedback about how you are
encouraging and/or hindering healthy dynamics within the meeting.

Start creating a digital notebook of ideas by exploring trends in diﬀerent industries. Capture the critical lessons you learn from
this exploration, categorizing them by topic in your notebook so that you can reference these insights and use them as
inspiration when you face future, related challenges.
Take opportunities to teach others new concepts - educating others will reinforce important ideas and force you to think about
other perspectives.
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Tolerance of Tension
WHAT IT MEANS:
Leveraging paradoxes and diverse perspectives to make decisions, solve complex
challenges, and drive action

WHY IT MATTERS:
There are few simple answers in a complex environment. Leaders must constantly
balance between competing ideas, competing priorities, and competing demands ﬂexibly adapting their approach to ﬁt the context. This ﬂexibility necessarily
produces tension. Rather than avoiding this tension or resolving it, leaders need to
leverage it to spark innovative ideas, expand perspectives, and challenge the status
quo in a productive way that energizes the team to continue improving and evolving
to the changing environment.

Balances long term goals with

Displays managerial courage and

short term objectives

promotes diverse perspectives

96

Cohort average: 57

49

Cohort average: 54

Executes objectives

49

Cohort average: 56

One of the primary functions a leader

Leadership requires a courageous

Good leaders get things done even in

needs to do is to weigh out options and

mindset that welcomes diverse

challenging environments. Not only do

then decide on a course of action that

perspectives, engages in tough

they set strategic objectives that ﬁt into

will produce the best results. Inevitably

conversations, pushes back against the

the bigger picture, but they also

there are competing priorities and

status quo, and accepts diﬃcult

eﬀectively manage their time and

limited resources, but you are able to

challenges. You embrace the tension

people to achieve those objectives. You

eﬀectively balance immediate

that comes with your role as a leader,

have an opportunity to increase your

demands with the long-term strategy to

but there is still room for you grow,

ability to execute on tasks by

move things forward.

fostering an even healthier learning

identifying obstacles, leveraging

environment where your team can

resources, and working with

voice their opinions and provide you

stakeholders.

with authentic feedback.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Conduct a pre-mortem analysis. Facilitate a session with your team where you collectively imagine that you failed to achieve
the objective and identify factors that could have caused the failure. Then collectively brainstorm actionable ways to mitigate
the factors that could cause it to fail.
Proactively invite people outside of your team to attend meetings to provide an outside perspective and make the time to get a
quick debrief from them afterward to give them an opportunity to share what underlying behaviors and assumptions they
observed.
Be authentic - when you make a mistake, identify the right time and place to acknowledge it with your team, clarify what you
learned from the experience, and identify what you will do diﬀerently next time.
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